Groovy drops: effect of groove curvature on spontaneous capillary flow.
Spontaneous capillary flow (SCF) of a drop in a groove with an ideally sharp corner is possible when the Concus-Fin (CF) condition is fulfilled. However, since ideally sharp corners do not exist in reality, it is important to understand the effect of finite corner curvature on SCF. This effect is analytically studied for long drops in a V-shaped groove with a curved corner, leading to a generalization of the CF condition for such drops. The generalized condition implies that SCF depends on the geometry of the corner as well as on the dimensionless length of the drop, in addition to its dependence on the opening angle and contact angle that is covered by the CF condition. Specific calculations are presented for rounded corners. In addition, this effect is numerically calculated for short drops in V-shaped grooves with rounded corners, using the Surface Evolver software. The results of both types of calculations show that even a relatively small corner radius strongly affects the possibility of SCF: when the corner is not ideally sharp, SCF requires conditions that are more difficult to achieve than predicted by the CF condition; also, the spreading of the drop stops at a finite length and does not proceed indefinitely.